It has come to our notice that, recently an employment notice for recruitment of 88585 posts was issued in the name of South Central Coalfields Ltd (SCCL) which has also designed a web page under the link www.scclcil.in and claims to be a company under Coal India Limited and Ministry of Coal, Government of India.

In this connection, this is to inform all that COAL INDIA LIMITED does not have any Subsidiary Company bearing the name as “South Central Coalfields Ltd (SCCL)” and also it is not participating in any such recruitment exercise conducted by this fraud & fake company. Information so provided regarding the job opportunities in COAL INDIA LIMITED by this company is fake, fraudulent and fabricated.

We, hereby caution, the general public not to fall prey to this dubious employment notice.

All employment – related information for Executive posts including fresh job openings and process of selection etc. in Coal India Limited are hosted on our official website www.coalindia.in only. Further, for Non-Executive posts, the websites of our following Subsidiary Companies only may be referred:


******